executive summary
The concept of Revenue Performance Management (RPM) was
introduced less than two years ago, but it has already generated a

The interest generated by the new category is understandable because

Progressive companies see RPM as a potential
competitive differentiator in a business climate
where organic growth is often a rare commodity.

the majority of marketers are now being challenged to demonstrate and
and

In addition to the primary need
2011

to justify marketing spend,
progressive companies are seeing

Lenskold Group Lead Generation Marketing ROI Study, companies

RPM as a potential competitive

outgrowing their competitors were much

differentiator in a business climate

than companies with the same or

where organic growth is often
are looking to drive innovation
in areas such as product
development and supply chains,

Group report found higher growth companies are more likely to report
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While RPM is a new model and offers great potential for marketing,
there is danger that the new category will be hyped too quickly and

are some companies who rush to adopt new tools and processes before

-2011 Lenskold Group Lead Generation Marketing ROI Study

The reality is RPM is
effectively embark on the journey toward a successful RPM strategy,
companies need to

Thirty-eight percent (38%) of higher growth
companies are more likely to report
marketing-generated revenue to senior
management than others (26%).

to

, but aren’t prepared for
now understand that their roles have changed and that they need to

understandable confusion
around RPM is because many
marketers are still trying to get
their arms around demand
generation and how to fully

management consultancy The

insights into the powerful payoffs RPM approaches can provide when
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What You need To Know about RPM
Industry estimates still put adoption of marketing automation solutions at

and management, many industry analysts are pointing to RPM as
the advanced class or

of automation, there is already a growing group of early marketing
automation adopters who have progressively graduated to more

For those marketers still using manual tools or basic email systems to
deliver and measure their marketing campaigns, measurement and
to a marketing automation system, companies typically add web

Because many of these leaders in leaders marketing automation are the

and looking for measurement analysis to
to generate more leads or close more deals, RPM adopters are looking
at deeper issues such as:
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Case in Point:
how RPM Reshapes The sales & Marketing Plan

RPM enables organizations to define investment
level needs, understand lead conversion rates and
support revenue goals.
In order to support that revenue plan the company had to ask
questions including:
deliver to reach our goal, as well as what our investment levels need to
That is what RPM does, it

what rate are our leads converting to new deals and then how many leads
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Why You need To start
studying The RPM Roadmap

The new Realities of Revenue
Contribution Tracking

growth more elusive for many companies, but buying behavior has also
become harder to track so companies are quickly looking for analytics

but it is critical to start preparing for the transformation just to keep up

and insights that can
these new realities, consider the following stats from a Demand Gen
The combination of these business realities and market forces, has made

Report survey:

The survey also showed marketers are not content with their current
revenue measurement capabilities, with more than half of respondents
and have a conversation about contribution to

indicating they are planning to add tools and processes the provide
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marketing principles:

a Focus on the entire sales &
Marketing Funnel: While companies tend
to focus only top of the funnel activity such as clicks and lead
and developing forecasts for how leads will

Buying behavior has become harder to track, so
companies are quickly looking for analytics and
insights that can help identify the triggers that
accelerate prospects through the sales cycle as
efficiently as possible.
The establishment of new
Value Metrics:

often integrate sales and marketing measurement, companies
look more at the total investment put out and what return was
to look at trends over time, rather than simply tracking individual
starting to track
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are You Ready For RPM —
What are The Common Characteristics?
For companies that are in the early stages of rolling out a marketing
automation system, aligning their sales and marketing teams or still
establishing processes for lead management, the likelihood is they may
not be ready to take on the advanced analytics and measurement

A successful RPM adoption requires a company
to integrate key corporate functions and data
that are crucial to drive top line growth, and
eliminate operational silos.

make up for underperforming sales team or disjointed marketing
that are crucial to drive top line growth,

developing strategies and best
practices for demand generation
is a
In fact, market leaders have pointed
out that RPM is actually the evolution

to govern how multiple functions across the revenue cycle – including
marketing, insides sales & sales – are measuring and following the
of the RPM strategy because each of these steps in revenue cycle are

the basic measurement of clicks
and visits and are starting to look at
the conversion rates from inquiries

Before embarking on the RPM journey, companies should
, as well as their

to sales opportunities are more likely
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does an organization need to
be BiG to be ready for RPM?

every aspect of their business, and rather than just being valued on
traditional balance sheet, they are reporting on the performance and

closed in a quarter, they are able to drill down deeper and demonstrate:

start an RPM initiative, but they do need to acknowledge the current
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The People Power Behind RPM success
In addition to having the right technology and processes in place,

Industry insiders point to a dedicated

staffer

Still a relatively new discipline, marketing ops staffers are typically

The role of marketing operations is critical
to the success of RPM, centered on financial
management, strategic planning, marketing
resource and skills assessment.

responsible for the processes, technology, metrics and best practices

steering committees, industry insiders stress that marketing operations

Where traditional
marketing staffers
have backgrounds
in PR, creative and
branding, marketing

IT, web development,

The Potential Payoffs Of an RPM Journey
Because RPM is still a new category, its important for new adopters
operational processes and skillsets, though, the early results around

outpaced the overall market, they are also able to show how that
growth was supported with increased conversion rates at stages of

down in this indicator allows users to compare the volume of

1. Reach
Reach describes the potential audience that can be targeted

active or potential revenue cycles, which is critical to plans to

leads and opportunities in the revenue cycle against earlier
time periods, and assess whether this volume is enough to meet

2. Value

conversion is the proportion of leads that progress
through the sales and marketing funnel at key stages,
from marketing qualified to sales opportunity to close.

revenue provides insight into whether future revenue target goals

associated with each stage of the revenue cycle – from clicks
and marketing investments creating revenue opportunities?”

3. Conversion
the sales and marketing funnel at key stages, from marketing
marketing leaders a sense for their ability to progress leads

become closed deals?”

benchmark comparisons as well as best practice guidance

– meaning, it accurately shows how many leads from a given

4. Velocity

5. Return

Velocity is the average time it takes for potential buyers to reach
prospect to the closed revenue stage is increasing, there could

revenue cycle, the fewer opportunities your sales team can close

dashboard view of the demand chain, or at least just a handful of
dashboards that allow for reporting on where to allocate resources

committee or marketing operations team drill into underlying

the RPI line in this chart is the inverse of all others – meaning, the
higher it goes, the slower your revenue cycle (and the worse you

Conclusion: The Future Of Revenue Performance

value simply from tracking the digital behavior of their prospects, the

By providing the tools and process to instrument
the complete sales and marketing process, RPM also
enables the discipline to manage it, understand it, and
eventually predict variables in sales outcomes.
providing value at every possible intersection, and enable revenue

, allowing
it is less about click through rates and open rates and more about how

companies to map the velocity of deals and then forecast their pipeline

marketing is
Bringing a deeper level of measurement to revenue management, RPM
adopters essentially have a more powerful lens to identify the important
stress it is important that companies have a clear picture of what RPM
, or technology, but an
By providing the tools and process to
For those companies with mature operational pipeline processes

, RPM also enables the discipline to manage it,
RPM value proposition is a single view of the sales pipeline that shows

by
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